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Abstract

This article describes a part of a large scale study which helped to gain understanding of the high school mathematics
teachers' perceptions related to the integration of history of mathematics into instruction. There is obvious lack of
correspondence between general perception about possible benefits of students learning the history of mathematics and
teachers’ perceptions of the integration of the history of mathematics in curriculum. A total of 367 mathematics
teachers from one of the New England states, USA, participated in an on-line comprehensive survey, which was
designed by the researchers.
We report on several factors that affect teachers' decision whether include history of mathematics into curriculum,
offer some recommendations for teacher professional development and suggestions for further research.
Keywords: history of mathematics; high school teachers' perceptions
“If you would understand anything, observe its beginning and its development.”
Aristotle
(384 – 322 B.C.)
1. Introduction
Throughout history humanity has collected an endless record of useful methods of calculation, techniques for solving
problems, tools for surveying and measurement, logical problems and proofs. Yet rarely do we observe in the
classroom the use of the remarkable method of false positions invented by Egyptians, or Euclid’s algorithm for finding
greatest common factor without division. Such examples of great achievements in mathematics seem worthwhile to
encourage appreciation of mathematics, as well as to demonstrate how History of Mathematics (HOM) provides
conditions for gaining a rich experience and understanding of the development of mathematical concepts and their
connections and interrelation. Nationwide professional councils (e.g., National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM), National Research Council (NRC) and National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE))
acknowledge the importance of the HOM in the school curriculum. The NCTM/NCATE Program Content Standards
(2003) require all prospective mathematics teachers to "Demonstrate knowledge of the historical development" of
number and number system, of Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometries, algebra, calculus, discrete mathematics,
statistics and probability, measurement and measurement systems, and knowledge about contributions from diverse
cultures" (NCTM/NCATE, 2003).
Furthermore, NCTM (NCTM, n.d.) co-supports a professional development scholarship emphasizing the history of
mathematics and its importance and significance for learning mathematics.
Few research studies and scholarly writings (e.g., Swetz, 1994, Swetz et al 1995, Siu, 2004; Weng Kin, 2008)
enthusiastically argue that the history of mathematics supplies endless opportunities to trace the roots and development
of humanity, development of civilizations, and is likely to make an effect on students' perception of the power of
mathematics.
We concur with Wilder’s (1968) belief that mathematics is a "cultural phenomenon" (p.xi), and that meaningful
learning of school mathematics must be facilitated by studying the cultural significance of mathematics, the role of the
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evolution of mathematical concepts and scientific discoveries. At the same time, we are concerned that teaching
mathematics in total isolation from its history impoverishes the learning of mathematics, and deprives students from
the exposure to such cultural phenomenon developed over the centuries.
Empirical studies focused on teachers' perceptions of HOM (e.g., Philippou & Christou, 1998; Schram, Wilcox, Lapan
& Lanier, 1988; Siu, 2004; Smestad, 2009; Stander, 1989) found that introducing teachers to the HOM activated their
interests in the significance of mathematics and its history for learning the discipline. In parallel, the studies clearly
indicated in spite of the peak in personal interest in HOM, these teachers did not express intentions of giving
consideration to the inclusion of the HOM into their curriculum. All the above led us to launch a study which examined
high school teachers' perceptions of the nature of mathematics. In particular, we were interested in causes of apparent
lack of the HOM integration into classrooms.
We operated under several assumptions. First of all, tracing the intellectual development of humankind by learning
about the evolution of at least some mathematics concepts, students would have an opportunity to link the remarkable
individuals, who tirelessly contributed to the development of the structure and language of mathematics to the concepts
the students learn in school. If students perceive mathematics as a set of discrete topics with no historical background
or discussion of historical significance, it is likely they will fail to see the connectedness and relevance of topics within
mathematics and among related sciences. Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia (1973) argued that when students are exposed
to varied experiences related to the cultural and historical aspects of evolution of mathematics, they are likely to
develop an appreciation of mathematics and its role in the development of our society.
We believe that a historical background provides a perspective that lays a foundation for learning. The HOM may be
viewed as a window into the theory of the subject and is likely to provide a non-threatening opportunity for entry
learning of mathematics. In particular, it may be beneficial to the student whose learning of mathematics is a struggle.
Knowing that in the earliest stages of invention, many of the mathematical concepts were extremely difficult to refine,
understand and accept for even the most gifted mathematicians. As an example, it is well known fact that Diaphantus
rejected negative numbers and called them absurd. While as early as the seventh century different civilizations in the
Middle East used negative numbers to represent debts and positive numbers to represent assets, later on in the
seventeenth century in Europe, Descartes rejected negative roots of equations and called them 'false' numbers, Pascal
regarded the result of subtraction of a whole number from zero as nonsense, and Arnauld argued against negative
numbers because in his view they created dissonance in the theory of proportions.
We were inspired by the work of Thomas Kuhn (1996) who encouraged the interest in the history of science. Of a
particular significance is Kuhn's claim of the importance of the history of science for philosophy of science. He begins
his famous book, The Structure of Scientific Revolution (1996) with this remarkable statement, “History, if viewed as a
repository for more than anecdote or chronology, could produce a decisive transformation in the image of science by
which we are now possessed” (p.1). If history of the discipline is proving to be important in the natural sciences, why
should it not also be true of mathematics? The practice and sole focus on presenting mathematics as strictly useful tool
may be delimiting its value and relevance beyond methods of calculation and correct answers. If the HOM provides the
potential of introducing students to various dimension of learning mathematics, the question remains: Why would
teachers not include it in their curriculum?
2. Method
To gain understanding of the high school mathematics teachers' perceptions related to the integration of the (HOM)
into their instruction, a comprehensive survey scale instrument was designed to collect multifaceted data. In this paper,
we describe only one part of the study, which was centered about those factors that encourage or discourage high
school teachers’ choice to customarily include the HOM in their mathematics courses.
2.1 Participants
The participants of this study were high school mathematics teachers from one of the New England states, which had
372 operating public high schools including charter schools with approximately 3,000 mathematics teachers. A total of
367 teachers responded to an invitation and participated in the on-line survey, which is about 12% of all high school
mathematics teachers in the state.
2.2 Instrument
The entire survey contained 110 statements, which were broken into six interrelated parts. Some statements were
formed by the researchers; some were adopted with substantial modification from surveys of previous studies (Tapia &
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Marsh, 2004; Dutton, 1962; Shulman, 1986; Alken, 1974; Charalambous, Panaoura & Philippou, 2009; Tzanakis,
Arcavi, Correia de Sa, Isoda, Lit, & Niss, 2000). Approximately 10% of the items were extracted from the NAEP
Mathematics Teacher Background Questionnaire (2009). We also collected extensive demographic data that included
the teachers' experience, education background, the types of teacher license, etc. Analysis of other items had been
reported in other publications.
A Likert scale consisted of 5 declarative sentences with choice responses varying in degree from strongly disagree with
value of 1, disagree, neutral, agree, to strongly agree with value of 5. The inclusion of the HOM into instruction was the
major focus and the background of all questions. Given the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ type of responses, a custom path of the
survey was designed to direct teachers to questions that clarified teachers’ perceptions on the use of HOM.
2.2.1 Reliability Analysis and Scales Formation
A small pilot study with 12 high school mathematics teachers was conducted in order to gain information on quality of
construction of the survey and determine its validity. We ensure that the pilot study group and the participants of the
study were mutually exclusive. Seventy four Likert (ordinal) questions of the survey were used to run a reliability
analysis, which yielded a Cronbach’s alpha value of .94, which is indicative of a relatively high internal consistency.
3. Results
We report here on whether teachers' perceptions of the utility and importance of HOM influence their decision to
incorporate HOM in their instruction.
Thirty (30) participants (≈ 8% of the total N = 367) left blank the question of whether they include the HOM. Table 1
(shows that one hundred and thirty three (133) teachers (≈ 39 % of the total number of participants who responded to
the question, N = 337) reported that they do not include HOM into their instruction. Two hundred and four (204)
teachers (≈ 61% of the total number of participants who responded to the question, N = 337) indicated that they do
include HOM into classroom instruction.
Table 1: Summary on the 'Yes'/'No' to Inclusion of HOM
Valid

.00
No
Yes
Total

Frequency
30
133
204
367

Percent
8.2
36.2
55.6
100

3.1 Factors that Affect Teachers' Decision
Teacher views on mathematics as a discipline and mathematics teaching are the most critical factors, which affect their
decision about curriculum and teaching methods. According to Thom (1973), “…whether one wishes it or not, all
mathematical pedagogy, even if scarcely coherent, rests on a philosophy of mathematics" (p. 204). Cooney, et al (1988)
suggested that teachers' views, beliefs and preferences about mathematics influence their instructional practice, thus
we claim that the decision of whether or not to integrate the HOM into the classroom falls into this category. Stipek,
Givvin, Salmon, Valanne, and MacGyvers' (2001) findings indicate that teachers had a fairly coherent set of beliefs,
which predicted their instructional practices.
In other words, if the teachers' views on the nature of mathematics impact their pedagogy, it is reasonable to assume
that the teachers’ views impact, specifically, their position on the inclusion of HOM. The leading factors that affected
‘Yes’ group teachers' decision to include HOM are shown in the Figure 1 in descending order of modal response
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Figurre 1: Teachers’’ Reasons for IIncluding HOM
M
The first two
t
responses indicate that those who incclude HOM inn their instrucction apparentlly enjoy teachhing it.
Naturally, they
t
believed that
t their studeents would enjo
oy learning HO
OM. One does nnot need to proove what seem
ms to be
obvious, i.ee., when teacheers show enthu
usiasm, they prrobably motivaate students to learn and ignitte their interestt to the
subject and
d its history.
The next tw
wo responses indicate
i
that th
he teachers ack
knowledge thatt learning HOM
M may supporrt the construction of
mathematiccs knowledge. Apparently, th
he participating teachers enddorsed the ideaa that HOM m
might help students to
seeing conn
nections among
g mathematics concepts, as well
w as being mootivated (as a cconsequence off the first two ffactors),
the studentts might improv
ve their attitud
de toward mathematics.
The respon
nses to the fifth
h factor appeareed to be rather neutral. In thiss connection, itt is worth notinng that factor annalysis
of the surv
vey items thatt focused on the
t teachers' perceptions
p
aboout HOM, shoowed that the most relevannt were
encapsulateed into five fu
undamental staatements(Note 1). These fiv e statements aand the mean scores for thee entire
sample, and
d each group in
ndividually aree shown in Tab
ble 2.
Table 2: Teachers'
T
Percep
ptions of HOM
M
All studentss of
mathematiccs
should be taaught
some historry of
mathematiccs.

'All' teacheers
N Valid
347
Missing
20
Mean
3.90
‘Yes’ group
p of teachers
N Valid
203
Missing
1
Mean
4.14
‘No’ group
p of teachers
N Valid
132
Missing
1
Mean
3.54
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47
20
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347
20
3.48

346
21
3.81

346
221
3.21

203
1
3.74
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1
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2
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The mean scores for 'All' teachers are significantly greater than 3 (neutral), with the exception of the last statement.
There was no agreement to the statement that understanding mathematics would be easier if HOM was taught. One can
hypothesize that not all teaches view HOM as a valuable teaching tool for fostering students' learning efforts. This can
be, in part, due to the teacher’s own perception or lack of recognition of the usefulness of HOM to the student’s
construction of mathematical knowledge. Clearly, the predicament is about the issue of the importance of HOM, its
value and worth for the learning process of mathematics. It seems that even in the 'Yes' group some teachers did not
relate the facts that helping the students to see the development of and the connections among mathematical concepts,
enhancing students' interests and improving their attitude toward mathematics are closely linked and are major
contributors to making it easier to understand mathematics.
The Figure 2 displays the factors that affect ‘No’ group. They are presented in descending order of modal response.

Figure 2: Factors that Affect Teachers’ Decision to not Include HOM
The sequence of each statement shows the decreasing value of the explanatory factors that would encourage teachers to
include HOM. The data seem quite remarkable and are addressed below. In particular, two of the factors that indicate
the lack of confidence in knowledge and teaching of HOM (i.e., I consider myself lacking experience in the history of
mathematics, I do not know how to teach its history of mathematics) triggered our curiosity and motivated further
examination of a relationship between teachers' decision to include HOM and their formal education in the HOM.
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Table 3: Comparison between Groups 'Yes' and 'No'

I include HOM
in my lessons

Yes
% of total
No
% of total

Total

How many courses on the HOM have you taken?
0
1
2+
Total
90
79
32
201
27.2
23.9
9.7
60.7
80
24.2
170

43
13.0
122

7
2.1
39

130
39.3
331

As the data show, a majority of teachers in the "No" group had no formal training in HOM and very few teachers took
two or more courses on HOM. In contrast, the ‘Yes’ group teachers had been exposed to formal studies in HOM and a
notable number of teachers took two or more courses on HOM.
We hypothesize that the more courses teachers take on the HOM, the more likely the teachers will include HOM in
their instruction. These data and our speculations match the findings of the Siu’s (2004) study, which investigated the
value teachers place on the history of mathematics as well as their utilization of the history of mathematics in the
classroom. Having approximately the same sample size (N=360), Siu concluded that those teachers who were familiar
with the history of mathematics through coursework had been more likely to value and use it in the classroom (p.2).
Based on the above constructs and factors (Figure 1 and Figure 2), we present the following speculations and
suggestions.
4. Discussion
We acknowledge that there are multitude factors that affect a teacher’s decision whether to integrate HOM into
curriculum. In the following discussion we narrowed our consideration to the following.
4.1 Teacher Knowledge of History of Mathematics
One of the highly ranked reason to not include HOM in mathematics curriculum is the lack of knowledge in both
history of mathematics and instructional methods of teaching it. The teachers gave the highest modal rating of 4
(‘Agree’) to the statements, ‘I consider myself lacking expertise on the history of mathematics’ and "I don’t know how
to teach history of mathematics' (see Figure2). One can infer that there is a relationship between several factors worthy
of consideration. First of all, a substantial body of research suggests that teachers' beliefs and values about teaching
(e.g., Ball, 1988; Cooney, Shealy & Arvold, 1998; Dutton, 1962; Furinghetti, 2007; Philippou & Christou, 1998) affect
their pedagogical decisions and practices. If their past learning experience did not include any exposure to HOM,
the teachers may not have felt competent in teaching HOM. Naturally, they recognized a void of knowledge in HOM
and thus had low confidence in teaching it. It seems quite significant that half (51.4%) of all teachers had never taken
a course on the HOM (see Table 3).
Thus, we strongly believe that every pre-service mathematics teacher must be required to take at least one full course
on HOM. It is likely that learning about HOM parallel to the studies in content and pedagogy would complement the
breadth and depth of mathematical content knowledge and would contribute to building confidence in teaching HOM.
We hypothesize that even fragmented awareness of the chronological and epistemological development of
mathematics, of some interesting events and fascinating legends and tales, would likely affect teachers' decisions to
present mathematics as an exciting human endeavor rich with stories that can captivate and hold students' interests to
mathematics. For example, students may be intrigued by learning stories about Pythagoras’ school of thought, its
remarkable discoveries of 'surreal' numbers called irrational, the cultural shock, which upset whole Greek society and
led to the great expansion of the domain of numbers. The students would likely be mesmerized with the 400 years of
struggle for acceptance of Hindu-Arabic base ten positional system of counting and methods of computations. We are
certain that the famous 'war' in the history of mathematics between Abacists (proponents of Roman numerals) and
Algorists (proponents of the Hindu-Arabic numerals) would leave nobody unmoved or indifferent. It is also feasible to
assume that with increased repertoire of mathematical content knowledge and knowledge of HOM, teachers will be
able to present with confidence mathematics as a continuum of concepts, rather than a collection of disjointed facts.
This data contradict the fact that indicated that the majority of the United States certification requirements for teachers
at secondary schools include a course in the HOM (Katz, 1998). Based on our data we stipulate that at least half of the
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participating teachers were certified with no courses on the HOM. Searching for possible explanation and putting the
pieces of the puzzle together, we analyzed the participating teachers' reflections in the open response section of the
survey. It was quite enlightening to learn that some teachers preparation programs allow replacement or to 'opting out'
a course on HOM. Both, the replacement or worse opting out send a message that HOM is not important for the
aspiring teacher. It also provides a ground for belief that HOM is not going to be encouraged in the classroom.
From another standpoint, based on the data, 27% of the participating teachers, who never took a course on HOM,
apparently considered it beneficial and included HOM in their curriculum.
We realize that it is practically impossible to empirically establish the benefit of learning HOM. However, it is equally
impossible to prove the opposite. We would like to recur to the central theme of the introduction section which stresses
the importance of teaching history of sciences. Why not learn from successful experiences in other disciplines and
assume the benefits of learning and teaching the history in mathematics? We believe that teachers should have access
to professional workshops that focus on HOM, and the methodology of incorporating HOM into the classroom. In this
connection, we move on to the next factor that is closely related to the one described above.
4.2 Resources
In this section we address few types of resources, first and the most precious is time, second is the availability of
appropriate materials, and third is the availability of and the access to the social capital, its collective value and
productive benefits, which usually is embedded in teacher professional development. Classroom time, preparation time,
after school time, etc are all an important entity the flow of which one cannot change, however one can find the best use
of it.
Apparently, having the grade appropriate and readily available materials related to both the HOM and methodological
recommendations would minimize the time the teachers would spend on searching, organizing and planning. The lack
of the materials is one of the explanatory factors for the teachers who do not include HOM.
We found the two factors, knowledge about HOM and HOM resource materials, are directly connected to each other.
Of course, teachers need to know the facts (e.g., the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system; preconditions and
pressing importance for the invention of logarithms; the necessity to develop trigonometry) in order to plan and present
those facts to the students. Thus, the material should be readily available to the teachers for their own education.
Interestingly enough, we found that teachers in the 'Yes' group also indicated the lack of resources. Currently, there is
an abundance of material related to numerous historical facts, biographies of famous mathematicians, and engaging
stories about the influence of mathematics on the scientific, social and cultural development of civilizations. However,
we found very little methodological recommendations about integrating HOM that may assist teachers. Our data
showed that seventy-seven percent of the teachers responded positively to the question whether they would participate
in the professional development focused on HOM. Clearly, teachers believe they may benefit from learning how to
integrate HOM in their instruction. Thus, it may be suggested that professional development of all forms which include
workshops, lectures, study groups, blogs, etc could serve as a means by which mathematics teachers at all levels can be
engaged in discussion about teaching of HOM. Offering to teachers practical information on methods of integrating
HOM may help to address the question of whether ‘All students of mathematics should be taught some history of
mathematics.’
The concerns about the shortage of the class time, preparation time and materials are certainly valid and must not be
overlooked. Unfortunately, we found no support to the integration of the HOM in the current Common Core Standards
(www.corestandards.org). The transition to the new mandated curriculum would require modification and adjustments
thus more teacher time for preparation of the content. Although we find the Common Core Standards valuable and
constructive, we notice that Common Core Mathematics Standards are "opting out' learning of the HOM. Any
mathematics curriculum can be enriched by a short discussion about remarkable facts and stories that thousands of
years of the HOM provide. For the HOM to be widely and consistently incorporated into an already prescribed
curriculum, the recognition of the value in and benefits of learning HOM at all levels of K-12 must be supported by
federal and state education policy makers, as well as the major national curriculum standards.
4.3 High Stakes Testing
The participating teachers ranked significantly high the survey items related to testing (a modal ranking of 4 ‘Agree’).
State’s high stakes testing was indicated as one of the primary reasons for teachers to not favor the integration of HOM
into their curriculum. No one would questions the priority of high stakes testing. Until HOM is included as a practice
standard in the mandated curriculum, many teachers would choose to not include HOM. Those who believe that
integration of HOM would enrich their instruction and enhance students' engagement and motivation would probably
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consider sacrifices of the curriculum. It was quite alarming to see the 'No' group response to the second item (see
Figure 2). It seems a pedagogical misconception to believe that students will not pay attention to the classroom
discussion about the HOM if they are not tested on the HOM. It is clearly a matter of teacher unwillingness to facilitate
interests in mathematics using seemingly simple and natural way, i.e., appealing to the historical roots of the subject.
We return to the point stated in the introduction section that it is practically impossible to measure the benefit of the
integration of HOM, or observe qualitatively some immediate influence or results of learning HOM. Apparently, there
is no direct cause and effect relationship between learning HOM and performance in mathematics. However, the
"affective domain" (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill & Krathwohl, 1956) Bloom et al, 1956) factors such appreciation,
enthusiasm, and satisfaction in learning are essential to encourage interest toward mathematics, which is considered
indirect precursor of better achievement.
4.4 Enjoyment of Teaching and Learning of HOM
Our data analysis shows that the participating teachers established an interesting cause and effect relationship between
their enjoyment of teaching HOM and their students' enjoyment of learning HOM. Also, while it may be common
sense and belief that learning is affected by enjoyment, a study conducted by Stipek, et.al. (2001) showed that teachers'
enjoyment of mathematics did not predict students' enjoyment (p.224). Stipek, et.al. found rather that teachers'
self-confidence in their efficacy as mathematics teachers was significantly correlated with students' perceptions of
their own competence as mathematics learners (p. 224). Here we offer another line of interpretation. The humanizing
benefit that HOM may offer can be correlated to the affective domain of learning. We support the position of
Krathwohl, Bloom, & Masia (1973) who suggested that learning HOM might help students to better see the
connections among mathematical concepts. It has a powerful potential to foster students’ interests and attitude toward
the subject, and likely positively affect the construction of knowledge. Some researchers (e.g., Fauvel, 1992;
Furinghetti, 1997; Siu, 2004; Smestad, 2009) go as far as to assert that the HOM helps the students to form their
personal and emotional connection to the subject. Teachers may have influence on students' beliefs directly or
indirectly by modeling self-confidence in the subject of mathematics and in the subject of HOM. It is likely that
teachers, who show high competence in subject matter content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge
(Shulman, 1986) in teaching HOM, are teachers who foster greater learning of HOM in their students. Although
open to interpretation, our finding of a link between teacher and student's enjoyment suggest the value of further
exploration.
5. Conclusion
While measuring the degree to which the above discussed factors influence the teachers' pedagogical decisions is
difficult, at best, we believe that learning and teaching HOM may be a benefit to both the student and the teacher. The
lack of confidence in teaching HOM is a signal for serious analysis of the school curriculum, pre-service teacher
preparations, and in-service teacher professional development, and action. We assert that teaching mathematics
without confidence in the historical and cognitive evolution of the subject, and the development of its concepts seems
to be a lost opportunity the teacher could use to help students better learn the nature of mathematics, its cultural
significance, and its influence on the technological and scientific development of the society. Given the current state of
mathematics education, the need for improvement of mathematics learning and achievement, it seems critical for
students to view mathematics as a dynamic body of knowledge originated by humans thousands of years ago. Teaching
and learning mathematics as it is a set of discrete, unrelated topics does not contribute to the development of
understanding of the value and significance of each mathematical concept, and its merit and meaning to the life of
individuals and society. The HOM may serve as the foundation upon which the teacher can construct strong
mathematical connections which would, in turn, help to strengthen the teacher’s mathematical content knowledge and
confidence (e.g., a teacher who is aware of the crisis that led to the discovery of irrational numbers, a unique
development of ߨ and different proofs of its irrationality, would unlikely replace irrational π with a rational 22/7).
Supporting teachers' confidence in the HOM may lead to greater integration of HOM in the classroom. Mathematics
teacher programs should recognize the importance of knowing the HOM. Pre-service curriculum must be presented in
a manner that allows integration and encouragement for all pre-service teachers to study HOM to learn about
interconnectedness of mathematics concepts which is essential to the understanding of mathematics itself, as well as to
mathematics education. We suggest a systematic professional development focused on an instructional approach of
teaching HOM for in-service teachers as a follow up to the undergraduate and graduate education in the HOM.
Professional development is an avenue for collaboration, study groups, learning about resources for teaching HOM, as
well as an opportunity for teachers to strengthen their content and pedagogical knowledge.
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In summary, including HOM as a part of classroom instruction requires focused and consistent efforts of many parties.
First of all, the teachers are encouraged to believe that integration of HOM will assist them in accomplishing their
educational goals. Educators of all levels, educational administrators, policy makers, and parents are expected to
encourage and support a professional standard that requires licensed teachers have a background in teaching HOM.
Publishers are expected to offer materials on both the content of the HOM and methodological recommendations that
can be easily integrated into classroom practice. However, to support all the above suggestions, the State frameworks
should consider the inclusion of HOM as a Standard of Mathematical Practice.
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Note
Note 1. We provide detailed analysis of these data in other publications
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